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Background and Introduction 

Overfit a small dataset 

Conclusions and Future work 

•  We train the residual network on the tiny ImageNet 
dataset 

•  We use pre-trained model to achieve 53.9% error rate 
on the test dataset, while training from scratch is 
challenging 

•  The study of weight initialization and activation 
function is in progress 

 

Abstract 

In this project we classify the images in the tiny 
ImageNet dataset. We train the residual network on 
GPU using PyTorch. We use ResNet-18 to achieve 
53.9% error rate on the test dataset. The effect of 
weight initialization is studied.  
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Problem Statement and Dataset 

First we use ResNet-18 to overfit a small dataset of 
100 images.  

Overfit from pre-trained model. Overfit from scratch. 

Train the residual network Residual network 

The pre-trained model start from low accuracy but 
converge fast.   
We fail to overfit when starting from scratch. 

We train the ResNet-18 with 5000 images from the 
training set. 
The best error rate on the test dataset is 53.9% so far  
 

Samples of images from the tiny 
ImageNet dataset 

We use ResNet-18 with the following configuration: 
input	

7X7	conv-bn-relu,	64/2	

pool	

3X3	conv-bn-relu,	64	

3X3	conv-bn-relu,	64	

3X3	conv-bn-relu,	128	

3X3	conv-bn-relu,	128	

3X3	conv-bn-relu,	256	

3X3	conv-bn-relu,	256	

3X3	conv-bn-relu,	512	

3X3	conv-bn-relu,	512	

Ave	pool	

fc-200	

so>max	

X2 

X2 

X2 

X2 

Left: ResNet-18 configuration. Pre-trained 
models exist for ImageNet with the last layer 
being fc-1000 instead of fc-200   

Convolution filters from the first layer. 
We run 30 iterations from the pre-trained 
model. 

Filters from pre-trained model. 

In this project we work on 
image classification problem 
using the tiny ImageNet 
dataset. 
 
The tiny ImageNet dataset 
contains images with 200 
different categories. The 
training set has 105 images 
(500 images per category), 
while the validation set and 
test set has 104 images. 

Weight initialization 

•  Convolution neural network (CNN) is a powerful tool 
for image classification, however it is hard to train 
deep network 

•  Residual networks allow us to train deeper network 

•  Weight initialization and the activation function affects 
the training process 

 

Starting from scratch. 

We train the ResNet with different weight initialization 
 

Gaussian initialization 
mean=0, variance=0.1  

Xavier initialization 

Training from scratch is still in progress 
 


